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What is “local” music in the 21st century?

What role do local music collectors play in sustaining local music?
the network of people whose cooperative activity, organized via their joint knowledge of conventional means of doing things, produce(s) the kind of art works that art world is noted for

-Becker, *Art Worlds*, 1982: x
1. Local Music in Cultural Heritage Institutions
2. Local Music Collecting and Place
“So the geographic boundaries, that's always a challenge. So you have someone like ___ who wasn't born here, but really launched her career here. Or you have someone like ___ who was born in Montreal, only spent a few years in Montreal, but really Alberta was her home. She grew up in Medicine Hat, and she refers to Alberta as being her home. So it's not necessarily - we won't fault them for being born somewhere else.”
Social Spatialization

➢ “Processes...mode of being...manner of ‘seeing’ and way of doing” vis-à-vis space

“At a minimum...[a map] will be a construction, an invention, a conception, something drawn not from the world but from the mind”

“In terms of the question of defining the local, there are the absolutes of physical geography...the act of locating Hamilton on a map, or identifying specific venues, does not fully indicate the boundaries of a local scene, nor contribute to an understanding of it. Scenes are by nature fluid. Part of this fluidity is the ever-shifting role played by those involved in a scene who can shift from roles such as artist to audience member, and in many cases be both simultaneously”

Music Scene

➢ “that cultural space in which a range of musical practices coexist, interacting with each other within a variety of processes of differentiation, and according to widely varying trajectories of change and cross-fertilization”

In our times...the interrelatedness of cultures forces itself upon our awareness. Notions of "a society" or "a culture" are more problematic than we find it convenient to acknowledge

3. Local Music Collecting and Memory
"It is a special place, and it doesn't feel like people are just coming here with a fully formed idea and recording it or splitting, or performing and splitting. It's like, they're working on something here, and they're adding to the body of knowledge or information that's been going on since 1933"
Archival Imaginaries

➢ “archival work that is based not just on reimagining the past, but on envisioning the future.”

Archival Imaginary: Local Music Collecting

- Appadurai - “social imaginary” *Modernity at Large*
- Bennett “urban mythscapes”
- Caswell “memoryscapes”
- Local music collecting
4. Connection, Community, Care
“So I'm trying very hard, it's a one man quest, Don Quixote here, that is striving to keep the legacy...alive”
“Part of it is that I’m a storyteller, I like teaching people things. I like showing people things. There’s a certain amount of that selfish level, personal reason for doing it”
“I just really believe in local content. I think it’s so important. I think especially today...it’s so easy for...big companies, big record labels...all these big kind of beasts in the industry to overshadow....I guess for a legacy to be preserved, for people to look back and say...music was way more diverse than what’s [thought]”
Information Maintenance

➢ Information maintainers “sustain bodies of information, information systems, and the communities that support them”

“the constant and sustaining presence of maintenance and care— for people and for things—in the information practices we most value, even within a contemporary culture that is often more attentive to novelty as an end in itself.”

-Information Maintenance as a Practice of Care, 14
“I’m going home. I still think that...which is, maybe people think it’s strange but it’s a funny feeling...a place you felt safe, comfortable, you knew everything...everything was familiar to you and it made it easy for you to stay there....lots of people that I knew as a boy are still there...it was home”
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